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12 MONTH PERFORMANCE

Increasing Industry Activity in Somaliland
Recent discussions with JKA management has highlighted the increasing industry activity
in Somaliland with both Genel Energy (run by ex BP CEO Tony Hayward) and the highly
successful LSE listed Ophir Energy acquiring permits in-country. Rumours within the
industry is that Genel secured a 75% interest in SL-13 for a work commitment value of
$60m which would value JKA s interest in the Odewayne block at ~$40m/$0.16/sh. JKA
remains one of our top three High Conviction plays for 2012 and we maintain our
Speculative Buy recommendation and price target of $0.48/sh.

Key Points:
Increasing industry activity in Somaliland: The recent entry of ex-BP CEO Tony
Hayward s company, Genel Energy (Genel) into Somaliland with estimates of 1bnboe
prospective resource potential (POS of 15%) provides a compelling endorsement of JKA s
acreage. The Genel block is immediately east of JKA s Odewayne block. Industry rumours
suggest Genel secured a 75% interest in SL-13 for a work commitment of $60m which would
value JKA s interest in the Odewayne block at ~$40m/$0.16/sh. In addition, the highly
successful LSE listed Ophir Energy (market cap of ~$3.8bn) has also entered into Somaliland
highlighting the increasing profile of the country as one the world s emerging hydrocarbon
regions. We believe the recent industry activity will support JKA s future farmout activities.
Hammamet West drilling expected in Jan 2013 (15% JKA): The Hammamet West 3
appraisal well (HW3) is expected to be spud in January 2013 following rig handover from TSX
listed Sterling resources which is undertaking a two well program offshore Romania. The
HW3 well will appraise the resource potential of the Abiod formation in the Hammamet West
discovery (111 mmbbls oil of P50 contingent resources, 17mmbbls net to JKA).
Success at HW3 could add $0.40/sh unrisked: We estimate a success at HW3 would be
highly value accretive for JKA resulting in substantial upside of ~$0.40/sh unrisked (assuming
a commercial discovery of 111mmbbls oil). Furthermore, given the shallow water of a
potential development and close proximity to shore a discovery size of 10mmbbls to
12mmbbls is estimated to be economic. Production from HW3 could generate ~$60m net
revenue/yr to JKA.
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Potential Aje resource upgrade: An update of the Aje project (offshore Nigeria) is expected
by year end which could result in a material resource upgrade from JKA s current estimates
(200mmboe gross, 10mmboe JKA share). On a valuation basis alone, we estimate JKA s
10mmboe of 2C resources (assuming they are converted to reserves) provides $100m of
NPV or $0.40/sh unrisked. Production from Aje will deliver net revenue of $20m/yr to JKA.
Investment thesis driven by high calibre management. JKA has high calibre management
with a strong track record of delivery and a well-balanced asset portfolio with near term
cashflow generation potential. JKA remains our key pick in the African oil and gas space with
the key near term catalysts being: 1) Aje resource upgrade (Q4 2012) and 2) Spudding of
HW3 (Jan 2013).
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Investment Thesis
Our investment thesis for JKA includes the following:
High quality management: The cornerstone of any successful company is high quality
management. Key management of JKA are ex-Hardman Resources Ltd which was
acquired by Tullow Oil plc during 2006/2007 for $1.5bn. The team has a significant
competitive advantage in East Africa given they were pioneers of first oil in the East African
Rift and have an existing network of contacts within the region. Management has
demonstrated the ability to leverage off its experience in Africa by building a high quality
asset base in a short timeframe.
High Quality and well balanced asset portfolio: We believe JKA has built a high quality
and well balanced asset portfolio comprising lower risk/near term cashflow potential assets
(Hammamet West, Tunisia and the Aje oil field, offshore Nigeria) and blue-sky exploration
potential highlighted by frontier acreage in the prolific East African rift (Ruhuhu Basin,
Tanzania and the Odewayne block, Somaliland).
Material cashflow generation potential in the near term. A potential development of
Hammamet West (assuming appraisal success) could generate ~$60m/year net revenue
while Aje could generate net revenue of $20m/year resulting in total revenue of ~$80m net
to JKA. This would be material to JKA given its current market cap of ~$42m.
High equity interest in emerging East African rift basins. The entry of JKA into the
emerging East African rift basins in Tanzania and Somaliland provides investors with
exposure to high equity interests (100% and 50% respectively) in assets with significant
blue-sky potential and also provides JKA with optionality to fund future activities (e.g. farmouts). The recent entry of ex-BP CEO Tony Hayward s company, Genel Energy (Genel) into
Somaliland with estimates of 1bnboe prospective resource potential (POS of 15%) provides
a compelling endorsement of JKA s acreage. The Genel block is immediately east of JKA s
block. In addition, the highly successful LSE listed Ophir Energy (market cap of ~$3.8bn)
has also entered into Somaliland highlighting the increasing profile of the country as one
the world s emerging hydrocarbon regions which will support JKA s future farmout activities,
in our view. Rumours within industry suggest that Genel secured a 75% interest in SL-13
for a work commitment value of $60m. If this is accurate, the see through value for JKA s
50% interest in the Odewayne block would be ~$40m/$0.16/sh.
Trading on a ~70% EV/2C discount to its peers. JKA continues to trade at a steep
discount to its peers on an EV/Contingent Resource/Reserve multiple which we do not think
is warranted given the quality of its management, assets and Joint Venture partners.
Furthermore, JKA s 2C resource volumes of 27mmbbls are heavily weighted towards
liquids (~80%).
High Corporate Appeal: Notwithstanding the intense industry focus on East Africa due to
recent corporate activity and the high exploration success of major oil companies, JKA is
building a portfolio of strategic assets which is highly attractive to large cap oil and gas
companies, in our view. This view is supported by the JV partners JKA is currently working
with such as Vitol, Chevron, Dragon Oil and Apache. The entry of Genel and Ophir Energy
into Somaliland further supports our view.
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Increasing Industry Activity in Somaliland
In April 2012, JKA announced it had entered into an agreement with Petrosoma Ltd to acquire a
50% interest and become operator of the Odewayne block which is located in the south west of
2
Somaliland and covers an area of 22,000km . The geology on the block is estimated to be
analogous to the prolific producing basins of Yemen where 9.8bnboe have been discovered or are
to be discovered. The prospectivity of the block is highlighted by multiple oil seeps with nine
confirmed as light sweet crude/condensate similar to Yemen fields. The addition of the Odewayne
block provided JKA with a material interest to a frontier rift basin with significant blue-sky
exploration potential and a competitive in-country operational advantage provided by JV partner
Petrosama.

Figure 1: Odewayne Basin, Somaliland

Source: JKA

Industry activity has heated up recently with Genel Energy (Genel) acquiring a permit immediately
to the East. Rumours within industry suggest that Genel secured a 75% interest in SL-13 for a
work commitment value of $60m. If this is accurate, the see through value for JKA s 50% interest
in the Odewayne block would be ~$40m/$0.16/sh. Genel is run by ex-BP CEO Tony Hayward who
is building an impressive portfolio of producing and exploration assets with an estimated
75,000bopd average production expected to be delivered in 2012. Genel has been aggressive in
its acquisition trail targeting elephant size fields. In its latest investor presentation, Genel believes
its Somaliland block has prospective resource potential of 1bnboe.
In addition, the highly successful LSE listed Ophir Energy (market cap of ~$3.8bn) has entered
into Somaliland highlighting the increasing profile of the country as one the world s emerging
hydrocarbon regions. The recent entry of both Genel and Ophir Energy into Somaliland provides a
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compelling endorsement of JKA s acreage. We believe the recent industry activity will support
JKA s future farmout activities.

Figure 2: Somaliland Acreage (JKA, Genel, Ophir)

Source: JKA, DJC

Hammamet West-3 Drilling to Commence January 2013 (15% JKA)
Drilling of the HW3 appraisal well, located in the Bargou block, offshore Tunisia is expected to
commence in January 2013 following the rig handover from TSX listed Sterling Resources which
is undertaking a two well program offshore Romania. The HW3 well will target an estimated P50
(base case) contingent resource of 111mmbbls oil (17mmbbls net to JKA) and has an expected
drilling time of 42 days to target depth (~3,100m). The primary target will be the Abiod formation
which is a proven producer in the region with the nearby Mammoura field (12kms from HW3)
delivering 20,000bopd (facility constrained).
The entry of LSE listed Dragon Oil (market cap of ~£3bn) to the JV provides significant operational
capability and enhances the credibility of the permit. Dragon oil is an international oil and gas
exploration and production company quoted on both the London and Irish stock exchanges. The
company has reserves of 639mmbbls of oil and condensate and 1.6tcf gas with its primary
producing asset in the Caspian Sea, offshore Turkmenistan.
The HW-3 well lies in relatively shallow water (50m to 100m) and is close to shore which should
minimise future development costs (estimated to be ~$5/bbl). As a result of its low development
cost, JKA estimate a discovery size of 10mmbbls to 12mmbbls would be commercial. Two
exploration wells drilled on the block encountered hydrocarbons with the Hammamet West 1
(HW1) well encountering an 8 metre oil column in the Birsa formation and >30 metres of
hydrocarbons in the Ain Grab/Fortuna formations in 1967. A follow up well (Hammamet West 2)
was drilled in 1990 and encountered 3 zones of movable oil over a 192 metre section in the Abiod
formation. The Hammamet West oil discovery is a large anticlinal structure.
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Figure 3: Hammamet West

Source: JKA

The HW3 well will appraise the resource potential of the Abiod formation in the Hammamet West
discovery. The well will intersect the reservoir with a slightly deviated pilot hole to confirm the
depth to the top of the Abiod reservoir and appraise potential upside. A horizontal section will then
be drilled through the Abiod reservoir and tested to assess the commerciality of the discovery and
delineate the resource potential which is currently estimated at 475mmbbls (P50 oil in place) and
101 mmbbls oil of P50 contingent resources (15mmbbls net to JKA). A secondary target in HW3 is
the Birsa sandstone which is estimated to hold 33mmbbls oil in place with 10mmbbls oil P50
contingent resource (1.5mmbbls net to JKA). We estimate a success at HW3 would have a
transformational impact on JKA resulting in substantial upside of ~$0.40/sh unrisked (assuming a
commercial discovery of 111mmbbls oil).

Figure 4: HW3 well drilling concept
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The gross drilling and testing costs of the HW3 appraisal well is ~$US27m (US$8m net to JKA).
The key risk will be reservoir quality and well deliverability with surrounding Abiod development
wells producing at ~5,000boepd. JKA estimate a commercial flow rate would be ~2,500boepd.
A development concept for HW has been completed by Worley Parsons which includes an
unmanned platform and a pipeline to shore for oil and gas to be processed before being exported
to relevant markets.

Figure 5: Hammamet West Development Concept
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This Research report, accurately expresses the personal view of the Author. All the information utilised in this report is accurate and current at the date
stated on this report.
DJ Carmichael Pty Limited, members of the Research Team; including authors of this report, its directors and employees advise that they may hold
securities, may have an interest in and/or earn brokerage and other benefits or advantages, either directly or indirectly from client transactions in stocks
mentioned in this report. DJ Carmichael Pty Limited participated in a placement for Jacka Resources Ltd and was paid a fee for this service.
DJ Carmichael Pty Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary of DJ Carmichael Group Pty Limited ACN 114 921 247.
In accordance with Section 949A of the Corporations Act 2001 DJ Carmichael Pty Limited advise this email contains general financial advice only. In
preparing this document DJ Carmichael Pty Limited did not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs ( financial
circumstances ) of any particular person. Accordingly, before acting on any advice contained in this document, you should assess whether the advice is
appropriate in light of your own financial circumstances or contact your DJ Carmichael Pty Limited adviser. DJ Carmichael Pty Limited, its Directors,
employees and advisers may earn brokerage or commission from any transactions undertaken on your behalf as a result of acting upon this information.
DJ Carmichael Pty Limited, its directors and employees advise that they may hold securities, may have an interest in and/or earn brokerage and other
benefits or advantages, either directly or indirectly, from client transactions. D J Carmichael Pty Limited believe that the advice herein is accurate however
no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given in relation to any advice or information contained in this publication and no responsibility for any loss or
damage whatsoever arising in any way for any representation, act or omission, whether express or implied (including responsibility to any persons by
reason of negligence), is accepted by DJ Carmichael Pty Limited or any officer, agent or employee of D J Carmichael Pty Limited. This message is
intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient or employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication and its attachments is strictly prohibited.

The Author of this report made contact with Jacka Resources Ltd for assistance with verification of facts, admittance to business sites, access to
industry/company information. No inducements have been offered or accepted by the company.

The recommendation made in this report is valid for four weeks from the stated date of issue. If in the event another report has been constructed and
released Jacka Resources Ltd, the new recommendation supersedes this and therefore the recommendation in this report will become null and void.
Recommendation Definitions
SPECULATIVE BUY 10% out-performance, but high risk
BUY 10% or more out-performance
ACCUMUATE 10% or more out-performance, buy on share price weakness
HOLD 10% underperformance to 10% over performance
SELL 10% or more underperformance
Period: During the forthcoming 12 months, at any time during that period and not necessarily just at the end of those 12 months.
Stocks included in this report have their expected performance measured relative to the ASX All Ordinaries index. DJ Carmichael Pty Limited s
recommendation is made on the basis of absolute performance. Recommendations are adjusted accordingly as and when the index changes.
To elect not to receive any further direct marketing communications from us, please reply to this email and type 'opt out ' in the subject line. Please allow
two weeks for request to be processed.
© 2012 No part of this report may be reproduced or distributed in any manner without permission of DJ Carmichael Pty Limited.
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